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Abstract 

In this study we try to re-analyze the pH dependence of thermal stability of small globular 
proteins. From the thermodynamic point of view a long series of calorimetric and spectroscopic 
investigations has shown that the decreased stability in very acidic conditions can be ascribed to 
entropic effects. The same conclusion is reached, from a microscopic point of view, by assuming 
that a binding of protons on equal and noninteracting sites takes place as a consequence of unfol- 
ding process. By linking the conformational unfolding equilibrium to the proton binding equilib- 
rium, a model is developed that is able to describe the dependence on the pH of the thermal 
denaturation processes of small globular proteins. The application of the model to hen lysozyme 
and T4 lysozyme correctly accounts for the experimental results. 

Keywords: calorimetry, globular proteins, pH dependence of thermal stability, spectroscopic 
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Introduction 

It is well known that all the physico-chemical properties of globular pro- 
teins, and in particular the catalytic efficiency of enzymes, are strongly pH de- 
pendent. Performing spectroscopic or calorimetric measurements it has been 
established that the unfolding temperature considerably varies at changing the 
pH of solution for all the proteins [ 1-5]. Usually, at decreasing the pH from 
neutrality, the thermal stability diminishes and in very acidic conditions the na- 
tive structure is just denatured at room temperature. The traditional explanation 
of this behaviour relies on the classical electrostatics and follows the lines of the 
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theoretical treatment of Linderstrom-Lang [6]. At decreasing the pH of the so- 
lution, the net charge on the folded form increases, due to the protonation of 
some acidic groups and this causes an enhancement of the electrostatic repul- 
sion which tends to destabilize the native structure, because the charge density 
is greater for the native state than for the denatured one. Thus, in very acidic 
conditions, the unfolding process results thermodynamically favoured, because 
it gives rise to a state with a lower electrostatic free energy. Similar arguments 
account for the stability decrease observed in highly basic solutions due to re- 
pulsion of negative charges. The theory predicts maximum stability near the 
isoelectric point of the protein, where the net charge is zero. However a number 
of proteins, with acidic or basic isoelectric points, show their maximum ther- 
modynamic stability still near to neutrality. This observation suggests that, in 
addition to overall charge, other considerations are important in determining the 
contribution of ionizable groups to the overall folding energy of globular pro- 
teins. For example Dill and Stigter show, in a theoretical study, that when there 
are buried, nontitratable ionic groups, the electrostatic contribution becomes 
asymmetric and the maximum stability of the protein is not at the isoelectric 
point [7]. Moreover, in a recent paper, Dahlquist and coworkers [8], have 
pointed out that the presence, in the native structure, of a salt bridge between 
the side chains of histidine 31 and aspartic acid 70 withpK, values very differ- 
ent from those in the unfolded state, can account for the maximum of thermo- 
dynamic stability near pH 5.5 of bacteriophage T4 lysozyme, whose isoelectric 
point is abovepH 10. 

Most thermodynamic studies on the influence of pH on stability of native 
conformation have been devoted to the investigation of temperature-induced de- 
naturation at different pH values. In this manner it is possible to determine how 
protein stability depends on solution pH. The election technique for these pur- 
poses is the differential scanning calorimetry, DSC, because it provides a direct 
thermodynamic method for evaluating the stability of native conformation [9]. 
Indeed in a DSC measurement the heat capacity of protein solution is recorded 
as function of temperature. Being the heat capacity the second temperature de- 
rivative of the Gibbs energy, every of variations reflects on stability of native 
conformation. It is worthnoting that throughout this work we will always refer 
to proteins whose denaturation process is well represented by a two-state tran- 
sition. Because in a two-state transition the number of moles does not change 
and the activity coefficients in very dilute solutions can be assumed as constant 
in the whole investigated temperature range, we believe right to consider as 
standard the changes of thermodynamic functions associated to the denaturation 
process of globular proteins [10]. 

The aim of this paper is to combine the well established general thermody- 
namic features with a reasonable average microscopic model of the effect ofpH, 
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to gain a better rationalization of the results derived from the experimental DSC 
measurements. Usually, in very acidic conditions, the decreased thermody- 
namic stability is ascribed to an uptake of protons by some protein groups. We 
have developed a thermodynamic model, by linking the conformational unfold- 
ing equilibrium to the proton binding on equal and noninteracting sites, that is 
able to characterize the dependence of the excess heat capacity function (i.e. the 
physico-chemical observable of DSC measurements), from both the tempera- 
ture andpH. This analysis correctly accounts for the thermodynamic results de- 
termined for most globular proteins. Finally the proposed model is applied to 
the thermal unfolding process of two small globular proteins, hen egg white 
lysozyme and bacteriophage T4 lysozyme, both of which showing a strong pH- 
dependence of denaturation temperature. 

T h e r m o d y n a m i c  descript ion 

From differential scanning calorimetric measurements it has been possible 
to derive a very significant and general information. Privalov and coworkers 
have shown for a series of small globular proteins that plotting the values of the 
denaturation enthalpy change at the denaturation temperature, AaH~ vs. the 
values of the denaturation temperature, Ta, determined for the same protein at 
changing thepH of the solution, a straight line is obtained [9]. Therefore the net 
standard heat capacity change, AdC~, determined form the slope of these plots, 
results pH independent too, and constant with respect to temperature. Thus, the 
physically correct manner for evaluating AaC-~p is to calculate the slope of a plot 
of Ad/~ vs. Ta for the investigated protein. Taking in mind these findings, it 
is possible to define the denaturation enthalpy function according to the follow- 
ing relation: 

zxd-r(  = ZXd ~ + r . )  (1) 

where TR is a selected reference temperature. The Eq. (I) represents a straight 
line, describing the behaviour of the protein whatever are the pH values. This 
experimental evidence demonstrates that the standard enthalpy change associ- 
ated to the unfolding process, &uq~ is a universal function of state for a de- 
fined protein, because it results pH independent and dependent only on 
temperature. The apparent pH dependence of A, ur~(Ta) is the result of the de- 
naturation temperature Td changes at changingpH. However, at the temperature 
Ta the standard Gibbs energy change &GO vanishes: 

= - = o (2)  
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as consequence the standard denaturation entropy, A~S~ results a pH-de- 
pendent function. Indeed the function AdS~ is given by the following relation: 

AdS~ = AdS~ + Ad~.ln(T/TR) (3) 

where TR is a selected reference temperature and the term AdS~ is given by: 

AdS~ = [z~r'/~ / Td] + AaG-In(TR / Td) (4) 

This expression, clearly, shows the dependence of the standard entropy function 
on the denaturation temperature and therefore on the pH. Even if the value of 
TR is held fixed, the value of Td changes at changing thepH of the solution and 
the Eq. (3) represents a different function for eachpH value, namely it does not 
give a single curve, but a family of curves, representative of the protein behav- 
iour. In Fig. 1 are reported the functions AdH~ and T.AdS~ of a two-state 
transition at two pH values, assuming that the effect ofpH can be described ac- 
cording to the previous analysis (i.e. AJ/~ is a linear function of Td). The 
values of thermodynamic parameters used for drawing this figure are collected 
in Table 1. They have been selected for demonstration purposes to obtain a bet- 
ter separation between the curves. As expected the function A~/~ does not 
change at changing the pH and the temperature where it vanishes, TH, results a 
universal temperature for a protein. Instead the function T.AdS~ strongly de- 
pends on the solution pH, because it depends on the denaturation temperature 
value. From a different point of view, one can state that the denaturation tem- 
perature variation at changing the solution pH is due to a net variation of the 
standard denaturation entropy. The pH dependence of thermal stability is so 

~176 I 
Ad H~ Ad Ho 

TAdS o 

(kJ/mol) TAdS~ 

Td I TeD 

-300 
100 T (K) 365 

Fig. 1 Plot of the thermodynamic functions AaH ~ and TAdS ~ for two different pH values, ac- 
cording to the general behaviour of small globular proteins 
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caused by entropic effects. Clearly, the temperature where the function AdS~ 
vanishes, Ts, does not result a universal temperature for a protein. Finally, in 
the Fig. 2 some stability curves (i.e. AdG ~ vs. 1") are shown, at differentpH val- 
ues, for a model protein whose denaturation process follows the described be- 
haviour. It must be noted that the thermodynamic stability, measured as the 
value of AdG ~ at Tm~x - Ts, lowers at decreasing the pH of solution. 

Table I Values of thermodynamic parameters used for drawing the Fig. 1, that represents the 
typical behaviour of the functions Aa/'F and TAdS ~ for small globular proteins. The 
values have been only selected for display purposes to obtain a better separation of the 
CUrveS 

pH Td/~ Ad/-/~ / kJ.mo1-1 AdC~p / kJ.K-l.mo1-1 
2.0 30.0 350 3.0 
6.0 80.0 500 3.0 

125 

(k.Ilmol) 

- 7 0  

~oo T (K) 380 

Fig. 2 A series of stability curves, AdG ~ vs. T, at different pH  values, for a model globular 
protein, whose behaviour follows the features outlined in the text (see Thermody- 
namic description) 

The preferential binding model 

The decrease of protein thermodynamic stability at decreasing the pH of the 
solution suggests that a preferential binding of a certain number of protons on 
the unfolded state of the macromolecule takes place. This idea seems reasonable 
from the microscopic point of view because it corresponds to suppose that dur- 
ing the unfolding process a number of groups capable to bind protons are ex- 
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posed to the solvent. We want to show how this interpretation can be translated 
in the mathematical formulae able to describe the experimental results. 

The effect ofpH on the standard denaturation Gibbs energy AdG ~ has been 
theoretically analyzed by Hermans and Scheraga [11] and can be expressed with 
the following relation: 

AdG~ = AcG~ - RT ln(~D / ~ N ) (5) 

where the term ~ G  9 represents the conformational Gibbs energy change occur- 
ring during the denaturation, without considering variations in the ionization 
state of protein; Z D and Z N are the binding polynomials describing the denatu- 
rated and native state, respectively. Formally, the pH dependence of the unfold- 
ing equilibrium arises from the different values of the proton binding 
polynomials in the two states at various proton concentrations. Assuming that 
protons bind on identical and independent sites, the expressions of the binding 
polynomials take the form [12]: 

,~v= (1 + Kb, D[H+]) no (6) 

~-~s = (1 + Kb, N[H+]) ~ (7) 

where [H +] represents the molar concentrational of protons, Kb, D and Kb.N are 
the association constants of the protons on the sites of denaturated and native 
state, and nD and ns represent the number of binding sites on denaturated and 
native state, respectively. Assuming: Kb.D = Kb,N, as a reasonable basis, be- 
cause identical are the chemical groups to which binds a proton, the Eq. (5) be- 
co mes: 

AdG ~ = &G ~ - AnRTln(1 + Kb[IT]) (8) 

where An = nD--nN represents the number of proton binding sites that become 
accessible as a consequence of unfolding process (for instance, due to the expo- 
sure of previously buried ionic groups or breaking of salt bridges). The Gibbs 
energy change associated to the proton preferential binding is given by: 

AAdG 9 = - AnRT In(1 + KbInq) (9) 

it is physically significant to determine the enthalpic and entropic contribution 
in order to clarify the origin of this free energy change. From classical equilib- 
rium thermodynamics relations, we obtain: 

AA-aH ~ = AnAbH[(Kb[IT]) / (1 + Kb[H+]) (10) 

AAdS ~ = AnRln(1 + KbIH+]) + (An / T)Ab/-/[(KbIIT]) / (I + Kb[H+])] (I I) 
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where At,/-/represents the enthalpy change associated to the binding equilib- 
rium. The Eq. (9) can be then obtained by combining the Eqs (10) and (11). 

This analysis demonstrates that the destabilizing effect of the proton prefer- 
ential binding on the unfolded form is of entropic origin. In other words, de- 
scribing the process with a model that hypothesizes the proton binding on 
identical and independent sites, the Gibbs energy change AAdG ~ is due to a net 
entropic variation, because the enthalpic variation is completely compensated 
by the second term on the rightside of entropic contribution (Eq. 11). This find- 
ing is in very good agreement with the experimental data which show, as sum- 
marized above, that the overall entropy change associated to the denaturation 
process is strongly pH dependent. 

Actually, the model points out that even the enthalpy function changes at 
varying thepH of the solution, but its change is perfectly balanced by an oppo- 
site entropic term. Thus, the whole pH dependence of protein thermodynamic 
stability has to be ascribed to a net entropy change. This entropic contribution 
to the Gibbs energy change due to the proton binding, arises from the configu- 
rational disorder associated to occupied and unoccupied sites. The disorder is 
larger for the unfolded state because the number of binding sites is greater than 
in native state. Clearly, the above interpretation is strictly correct only if the hy- 
pothesis of noninteracting and equal binding sites is valid. It is noteworthy, how- 
ever, that, in a series of theoretical investigations, Stigter and Dill have found 
that a significant fraction of the electrostatic Gibbs energy for the unfolding 
process is predicted to arise from the entropy of proton binding, rather than 
simply from the charge energetics [7, 13-15]. It must be remembered that, per- 
forming DSC measurements, it is impossible to obtain a microscopic picture of 
the investigated system, but only average thermodynamic values. Because the 
protonation enthalpy of acidic groups is very low with respect to the denatura- 
tion enthalpy, whereas the entropy change due to the proton binding is signifi- 
cant, it has been experimentally determined that AdH ~ is pH independent and 
function of temperature alone, instead AdS ~ results strongly dependent on proton 
molar concentration, [H+]. 

On these bases it is possible to derive an analytical expression of the excess 
heat capacity function <ACp(T)>, in which appears an explicit dependence from 
the proton molar concentration, [H+]. In the hypothesis that the process is a 
two-state transition N <=> D, the canonical partition function of the system, as- 
suming the folded form as reference, is given by [16]: 

Q(T) = I + K(T) = 1 +/t"(1 + gbII--F]) z~ (12) 
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where K(T) represents the overall equilibrium constant of the denaturation proc- 
ess (i.e. unfolding plus binding); K ~ is the constant of the purely conformational 
equilibrium and depends on temperature according to this relation: 

K~ = exp{ - (Ad-F/R)(1/T-  1/T~) - (&C~/R)[1 - T r  In(T/To)]} (13) 

where AcH*, &C~ e To are the enthalpy, heat capacity change and the transition 
temperature associated to the purely conformational equilibrium. Instead Kb is 
the 'constant of the binding equilibrium and is given by: 

Kb(T) = ~ exp( - Ad/ /R)(1  / T - 1 / T~) (14) 

where ~ = Kb(Tc) and Ad-/is assumed temperature independent. The popula- 
tion fractions of native and denatured state are, respectively: 

f s =  1 / a fD = {K~ 1 + Kb[I'l+]) ~n} / a (15) 

The excess enthalpy function is calculated from the partition function according 
to the general statistical thermodynamic equation: 

<AH(T)> = RT2ItglnQ / cgTl (16) 

and it assumes the following form: 

<AH> = [Ad-/~ + A~C~(T- T~) + AnAb/-/(KbIH+]) / (I + Kb[H+])].fo (17) 

The mean square excess enthalpy function is given in turn by: 

<AH2> = [AcH~ + A~C~(T- T~) + AnAd-/(KbIH+]) / (l + KbIFFI)]2fD (18) 

Finally, the excess heat capacity function is determined by means of a funda- 
mental relation of statistical thermodynamics: 

<ACp(T)> = I(<A/-/2> - <AH> 2)/RT 21 +fl~ (19) 

In this manner we obtained an analytical expression of the excess heat capac- 
ity, the observable of DSC experiments, where the unfolding conformational 
equilibrium has been linked to the proton preferential binding. Really, the 
Eq. (19) allows to define a heat capacity surface that shows the dependence of 
<ACp> from both the temperature and pH of solution, for a complete charac, 
terization of the protein thermal stability [17, 18]. It must be stressed that a sin- 
gle set of thermodynamic parameters (i.e. To, Ao/-/~ A~C~, /~b, Ab/-/and 
An), is sufficient for an overall description of the heat capacity surface <ACp> 
vs. T vs. pH. 
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Appli'cation of the model and discussion 

We want to show that the excess heat capacity function, defined by Eq. (19), 
is able to correctly account for the experimental effect of lowering thepH of so- 
lution on DSC profiles of small globular proteins. For this purpose we selected 
two studied and well characterized proteins: the hen egg white lysozyme and the 
bacteriophage T4 lysozyme. These proteins show a markedly pH-dependence of 
their thermal stability in the range 2.0-4.5 and 2.0-5.5, respectively. Further 
detailed calorimetric and spectroscopic investigations have unequivocally estab- 
lished that their thermal denaturation process is a two-state transition and there 
is no evidence of acidic denaturation at room temperature down to at least 
pH = 2.0 [19-24]. This point is remarkable, because we have assumed as ref- 
erence the protein native state at whatever pH. 

_,D 

\ 

. J  

q ~  

17 T0r~p e r-o ~- 

Fig. 3 Excess heat capacity surface, <ACv> vs. T vs. pH, constructed with the DSC curves, 
simulated using the Eq. (19), that are the best fit of experimental DSC profiles of hen 
lysozyme 

In the Fig. 3 are reported the DSC curves, simulated using the Eq. (19), that 
represent the best fit of experimental DSC curves of hen egg white lysozyme in 
the samepH conditions and ionic strength 0.1 M NaCI [19]. The values of ther- 
modynamic parameters used for this simulation are: To = 78.8~ 
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AcH~ = 569.0 kJ/mol, AcC~ = 5.45 kJ/K.mol, K~b = 1290M -1, AbH = 
-9.2 kJ/mol, An = 4.5 and proton molar concentrations corresponding to the 
pH values of solution. 

o 

\ 

7 ' T o r ~ p ~ '  - 

Fig. 4 Excess heat capacity surface, <ACp> vs. T vs. pH, constructed with the DSC curves, 
simulated using the Eq. (19), that are the best fit of the experimental thermodynamic 
values of T4 lysozyme 

In the Fig. 4 are reported DSC curves, simulated using the Eq. (19), that 
represent the best fit of the experimental values determined by Schellman's 
group [22-24] through a van't Hoff analysis of the circular dicroism measure- 
ments of T4 lysozyme denaturation, in the same pH conditions and ionic 
strength 0.2 M NaCI. The values of thermodynamic parameters used for this 
simulation are: Tc = 65.7~ AJ-/~ = 512.8 kJ/mol, AcC~ = 8.50 
kJ/K-mol, /~b "- 1300 M -1, AbH = -9.5 kJ/mol, An -- 4 and proton molar 
concentrations corresponding to the pH values of solution. 

It is significant that the determined values of binding enthalpy and associa- 
tion constant are nearly the same for both the proteins (i.e. Kb(25~ 
2275 M -~ for hen lysozyme and Kb(25~ = 2060 M -~ for T4 lysozyme), sug- 
gesting that the fitting procedure does not give rise to artifacts. Further, it is 
worthnoting that the ionization enthalpy of carboxylic groups, which are pre- 
sumably responsible for proton uptake, is of the same order of magnitude of the 
determined binding enthalpy values. It must be stressed that the values of An do 
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not necessarily must find a strict correspondence in the amino acid sequence of 
proteins. Indeed the model does not consider the structural details of a protein, 
but only tries to put certain aspects ofpH influence in an interesting light. For 
this reason the values of An must be considered of heuristic nature. In any case 
it has been firmly established that the number of protons transferred during a 
two-state denaturation process can be calculated with the following relation 
[25]: 

An = - [Ad/~ /2.3R.Td2].[drd /dpH] (20) 

By applying this equation to their experimental results Privalov and coworkers 
found for An a value of 3.0-3.5, depending on thepH, for hen lysozyme [20]; 
while Schellman and coworkers determined a value of 2.8-3.0 for T4 lysozyme 
[22]. Then the values of An obtained according to our analysis are not far away 
from those determined with Eq. (20). 

The agreement between simulated and experimental curves is satisfactory 
and so we can state that the model, even though very simple, gives a realistic 
explanation of the phenomenon. In Tables 2 and 3 are reported for each pH the 
values of Td experimentally determined, and the values of Td and A~H~ for 
hen lysozyme and T4 lysozyme, respectively, obtained from the analysis of the 
single simulated curves, performed by Theseus program [26]. Plotting the val- 
ues of Adar'(Td) vs. the values of Td a linear trend is observed for both the pro- 
teins. Performing a least squares regression, we have determined a linear 

Table 2 Values of thermodynamic parameters obtained from the analysis of simulated DSC 
curves of hen lysozyme. In the second column are reported the experimental values of 
denaturation temperature at ionic strength of 0.1 M NaCl [19] 

pH Td,�9176 Td,sim/~ Ad/ /~  / kJ'mo1-1 
2.0 55.0 54.85 396.6 
2.5 64.5 64.65 455.5 
3.0 71.9 72.05 506.0 
4.5 78.6 78.60 565.6 

Table 3 Values of thermodynamic parameters obtained from the analysis of simulated DSC 
curves of T4 lysozyme. In the second column are reported the experimental values of 
denaturation temperature at ionic strength of 0.2 M NaC1 [22, 23] 

pH Td,.xp/~ Td,.im/~ Ad/~i~ / kJ'mo1-1 
2.1 42.5 42.65 276.0 
2.3 47.6 47.55 323.0 
2.8 56.9 57.05 412.0 
3.5 63.0 63.05 479.1 
5.5 65.5 65.50 512.4 
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correlation coefficient of 0.996 and a slope of 7.0-&0.45 kJ/K.mol in the case of 
hen lysozyme; and a linear correlation coefficient of 0.998 and a slope of 
10.2_+0.35 kJ/K.mol in the case of T4 lysozyme. The slope of these plots, as 
known, corresponds to the net heat capacity change associated to the denatura- 
tion process and the determined values are in very good agreement with the ex- 
perimental ones, AdC~ = 6.7kJ/K.mol for hen lysozyme [27], and 
AdC~ = 9.5 kJ/K.mol for T4 lysozyme [22]. Finally, the linear relationship be- 
tween Aj-/~ and Td, derived from the analysis of simulated curves for both 
the proteins, strictly corresponds to the experimental findings (i.e. AdH ~ is pH 
independent and function of temperature alone). 

The fundamental hypotheses of the developed model seem very drastic and 
not corresponding to the physical reality. For instance, because the proton bind- 
ing sites are electrically charged, they interact between each other through Cou- 
lomb's long range forces and thus the independence of the binding sites is not 
strictly valid. However, these hypotheses lead to a great mathematical simplifi- 
cation of the problem, making possible a direct analytical solution and a reason- 
able explanation of experimental results. Moreover, assuming that the sites are 
noninteracting and the intrinsic binding constants are equal for both the native 
and denaturated states, the net contribution, arising from the groups which are 
exposed to the solvent in both these states, is zero. In this manner the model al- 
lows to take in explicit consideration only the contribution thermodynamic sta- 
bility due to the groups, fully buried inside the protein core, that during the 
unfolding process become exposed to the solvent contact. Clearly, there is no 
direct connection between the phenomenological proton binding constant of the 
model and the acidic dissociation constant of a carboxylic group, because the 
uptake of protons is caused by the exposure to the solvent of previously buried 
groups (i.e. by a change of the environment experienced by a group) and does 
not concern a simple acid-base equilibrium. 

In conclusion, it has been pointed out that the pH dependence of protein 
thermodynamic stability is of entropic origin. Further, the obtained results show 
that a very simple model, based on the hypothesis that, during the unfolding 
process a certain number of protons binds preferentially on identical and inde- 
pendent sites of denaturated state, can account for the major features of the pH 
influence on the thermal denaturation process of small globular proteins and 
then on their thermodynamic stability. 
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Zusammenfassung - -  Vorliegcnd vcrsuchen wir eine Rcanalyse der thcrmischen Stabilitgt von 
kleincn Globularpretcinen. I.Inter thcrmodynamischen Aspckten zcigte eine langc Rcihe yon ka- 
lorimetrischcn und spcktroskopischcn Untcrsuchungcn, daB die vcrmindcrtc Stabilit~t in sehr 
saurem Milieu Entropic-Effcktcn zugeschriebcn wcrden kann. Zu dcr glcichen SchluBfolgcrung 
gelangt man unter mikroskopischen Gesichtspunktcn unter dcr Annahme, dab an entsprechenden 
Stellen, die keinc Wechselwirkung eingehen, infolgc tines Entfaltungsprozesses dic Bindung von 
Protonen stattfindct. Durch Vcrbindung des Konformations-Entfaltungsglcichgcwichtes mit dem 
Protonenbindungsgleichgovicht wurde tin Modell entwickclt, welches sich zur Bcschreibung 
dcr pH-Abhfingigkcit des thermischen Denaturationsprozesses yon ldeinen Globularproteinen 
�9 Die Anwcndung des Modelles an Hfihncr-Lysozym und T4 Lysozym crld/irt korrckt dic 
experimentellen Ergcbnisse. 
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